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Abstract
This lecture will trace the formulation of ILO norms governing migrants’ access to social insurance 
in order to highlight the peculiar combination of nationalism and internationalism that shaped 
policy in this area. In the 1930s, the ILO devised an elaborate scheme in order to provide migrants 
with a modicum of trans-border social protection without internationalizing their pension rights. As 
migrants moved from country to country, their pension rights would remain lodged in successive 
national insurance institutions. Those national institutions would then have to work together to 
add up their fractional liabilities in order to pay out final benefits. This arrangement simultaneously 
affirmed national governments’ authority over welfare provision on their soil while requiring intensive 
administrative cooperation between them, with support from a multilateral bureaucracy. This 
complex formula was later taken over by the EC/EU, where it has continued to provoke debate 
about the proper balance between national and multilateral normative order. 
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